Purchase Committee Members Attendees:
1. Dr. M. Bhaskar (HoD, CSG), Chairman
2. Mr. H. Faizal Ahamed (TO, CSG), Purchase Initiator
3. Mr. T. Karthick Raja (TO, CSG)
4. Mr. Pradeep Kandaswamy (STO, CSG)
5. Mr. Krishnan (Consultant, S&P)

Vendors Attendees:
1. Mr. Karthikeyan G M, Godrej
2. Mr. Kanagaraj, Educorp Technologies
3. Mr. Riyas, LG Electronics
4. Mr. Nataraj, LG Electronics
5. Mr. Jayakumar, Cybernatx

I. Queries raised:

The following queries were raised by the vendors:

1. Kanagaraj, Educorp Technologies:
   HDMI KVM Extender: What is the purpose of the mentioned device?
   To access the display from the far away distance via input device like
   keyboard and mouse.

   Decision: Accepted.

2. Kanagaraj, Educorp Technologies:
   Interactive Display (Annotation Software): Is it developed by the same
   OEM of Hardware?
   To overcome the interoperable issues, it was clearly conveyed the
   software has to be developed by the same Hardware OEM.

   Decision: Accepted.

3. Jayakumar, Cybernatx:
   Is it possible to provide DSIR certificate for GST Concession?
   Yes, the institute will provide DSIR certificate for GST Concession

   Decision: Accepted.

4. Karthikeyan G M, Godrej:
   Trolley: What is the preferred material whether it is MS Steel or Stainless
   Steel, and coating method whether it powder coated or painting method?
   Yes, it should be MS Steel and it should be powder coated.

   Decision: Accepted.

5. Nataraj, LG Electronics:
   Interactive Display (surface Treatment): Is it possible to reduce the
   Surface treatment as Minimum 7H and Above?

   Decision: Not Accepted.
6. **Karthikeyan G M, Godrej:**
   Interactive Display: Is it possible to reduce the backlight life (Hours) to Minimum 30,000 Hrs?
   **Decision:** Not Accepted.

7. **Karthikeyan G M, Godrej:**
   Is it possible amend the without HDMI output in the interactive display.
   **Decision:** Not Accepted.

8. **Karthikeyan G M, Godrej**
   Is it possible to change the minimum USB Type A as 3 Ports instead 4 Ports.
   **Decision:** Accepted

9. **Karthikeyan G M, Godrej:**
   HDMI KVM Extender: Is it possible to change the transmitter with HDMI input alone without HDMI Loop out?
   **Decision:** Not Accepted.

10. **Karthikeyan G M, Godrej:**
    In Interactive display, Is it possible to change the Tip detection of Touch Pen request as 3mm & 7mm instead of 3mm & 8mm?
    **Decision:** Accepted (Both pen tip sizes)
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